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Abstract
As the diffusion of the Internet reaches the early majority phase, customers, both retail
consumers and businesses, are utilizing the Internet in ever increasing numbers for the
information search and decision making portions of the sales process. Consumers are
online actively searching, researching, selecting, and purchasing products. The most
direct output of this process is the end product selection, but many opportunities present
themselves for the improvement of market research and corporate product development
through the utilization and analysis of the online purchase process. This opportunity is
especially applicable to a purchase process in which the customer is not just searching for
products by selecting hard constraints around product attributes, but is instead engaged in
an online dialogue with a trusted virtual advisor. During this dialogue, the customer
reveals their product needs and preferences and the trusted advisor recommends products
based upon a maximization of customer utility. If a "perfect" product is available for
each customer, then the maximum utility value across all available products will be
constantly rising during the online dialogue and all customer needs will be met. Given
the reality of product development limitations, ever-changing customer needs, and the
introduction of new products and features, consumers are routinely left with unmet needs.
This thesis focuses on the development and implementation of a virtual engineer who,
after the customer has explicitly given permission, listens to the dialogue between the
customer and the trusted virtual advisor. When an unmet customer need is identified
through a drop in the maximum calculated utility, the virtual engineer joins the online
dialogue. Through the automated generation of contextual questions around the unmet
need, the engineer gathers detailed information about the exact nature of the customer's
need and translates that need into useful engineering terms. After a large number of
customer needs have been collected, the Listening In! process estimates the market share
opportunity currently available through the introduction of products that meet the
identified needs. The Listening In! process represents a new opportunity in the utilization
of the Internet for the improvement of both market research and the traditional product
development process.
Thesis Supervisor: Glen L. Urban
Professor of Management, MIT Sloan School of Management
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
As we near the end of the 1999 Christmas shopping season, it is clear to the world that
retail eCommerce has arrived in full force. Current estimates of online retail sales
volume for the fourth quarter of 1999 (4Q99) are in the range of $6.6 to $7.2 Billion with
an additional $9 to $10 Billion in offline commerce enabled due to the online shopping
process. (ecommerceReport, Harris Interactive, 1999).
Although this revenue number only comprises 4% of total retail spending for the fourth
quarter (eMarketer, September 1999) and 0.25% of all retail sales for the year (Shop.org,
December 1999), it is clear that the diffusion of Business to Consumer (B2C)
eCommerce is well into the Early Majority phase. With over 110 Million Internet users
in the U.S. (Computer Industry Almanac, November 1999) representing over 40% of the
total U.S. population (U.S. Census Bureau, December 1999) combined with the recent
demographic shift from the early dominance of the Internet by 18-30 year old college-
educated white males to a much more representative demographic of the general U.S.
population (CyberAtlas, November 1999), several opportunities present themselves for
the utilization of online shopping information for the improvement of corporate market
research and product development efforts.
As previously noted, customers are utilizing the Internet in exponentially increasing
numbers for the information search and decision making portions of the sales process.
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Consumers are online actively searching, researching, selecting, and purchasing products.
Clearly, the most direct output of this process is the end product selection, but many
opportunities present themselves for the improvement of market research through the
utilization and analysis of the online purchase process. This opportunity is especially
applicable to a purchase process in which the customer is not just searching for products
through constraints around product attributes, but is instead engaged in an online
dialogue with a virtual advisor. During this dialogue, the customer reveals their needs for
the product and the advisor recommends products based upon a maximization of
customer utility. If a "perfect" product is available for each customer, then utility will be
constantly rising during the online dialogue and all customer needs will be met. Given
the reality of product development limitations, ever-changing customer needs, and the
constant introduction of new products and features, consumers will routinely be left with
unmet needs and the development of a virtual engineer who can "Listen In" to the online
search dialogue and identify large classifications of unmet customer needs is very
desirable.
1.2. Purpose
Development and application of a virtual engineer for the online identification of unmet
customer needs is the subject of this thesis and is known as Listening In! In this
methodology, the virtual engineer listens to the dialogue between the customer and the
trusted virtual advisor. When an unmet customer need is identified and after the
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customer has explicitly given permission, the virtual engineer will join the online
dialogue. Through the automated generation of contextual questions around the unmet
need, the engineer will attempt to gather more detailed information about the exact
customer requirements of the unmet need and will attempt to translate that need into
useful engineering terms. After the engineering dialogue, the virtual engineer will
attempt to cluster unmet needs into large opportunity areas. Once the opportunity areas
are identified, the virtual engineer uses its knowledge of current engineering tradeoffs to
design a concept vehicle that satisfies the unmet need. Finally, using the concept vehicle,
the virtual engineer estimates the potential gain in market share due to the introduction of
the concept vehicle.
1.3. Organization
This document is organized into four sections: Introduction, Previous Work, Listening In!
Methodology, and Conclusions, Benefits and Future Research. The Previous Work
section will cover the necessary information required for an understanding of the
Listening In! process and methodology. There, the paper will cover the original research
work done in the area of online Trusted Advisors and the application of an exponential
Logit utility function with sequential Bayesian updating for the calculation of customer a-
priori purchase probability. Once the necessary formulas have been explored, a
description of the overall process and methodology of Listening In! will be covered.
Along with this description, examples will be given using a prototype site developed
during the initial Trusted Advisor work called TruckTown. These examples will be used
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to illustrate the Listening In! methodology through the identification of example unmet
needs and the generation of example dialogue around those unmet need. Finally, areas of
future research will be explored and several opportunities for extension research will be
examined.
2. Previous Work
The foundation work of this thesis was completed over several years by an extremely
dedicated group of researches and students at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
This original work focused around the facilitation and improvement of the online
consumer purchase process through the development and application of a trusted online
advisor for use in the purchase of trucks. Several research papers and theses were
developed over the course of this research effort. (Urban 1998, Lynch 1998, Tian 1998,
Benabadji 1997, Wang 1999)
Because this thesis is a direct extension of the original work, a general knowledge of both
the current state of online product selection and the initial Trusted Advisor work is
necessary. After covering the required background material, an overview of the
Listening In! Methodology will be presented.
2.1. Current State
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The current state of online product search is dominated by constraint based product
filtering. Examples can be found at almost any business to consumer (B2C) retail web
site that offers product search capability. For examples, see Dell Online (www.dell.com)
and CarsDirect.com.com (www.carsdirect.com) in Appendix 1. To be successful,
constraint based searching requires a great deal of product intelligence and experience on
the part of the searching consumer. The consumer needs to understand the features
currently available for the product line and have a relatively good understanding of the
feature tradeoffs inherent in all products (e.g Price vs. Features, or Power Consumption
vs. Battery Life). Consumers enter such binary search sites with a pre-conceived notion
of the product that they are looking for. Although some information is provided online
concerning product features, product tradeoff decisions are left entirely in the hands of
the consumer. Mechanically, the consumer sets constraints around each of her desired
product features. The defined constraints are applied, usually through a simple product
database query, and the consumer is presented with a filtered consideration set of
products. This process is repeated until the consumer either finds the product that she is
looking for or terminates the search process by leaving the site.
Obviously, this process is limited in its applicability due to the consumer knowledge
requirements around the creation of the filtered consideration set. As mentioned
previously, the demographic makeup of the Internet is shifting more and more toward a
general representation of the offline population. As this shift occurs, the need for
alternative sales process support techniques will also rise.
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2.2. Online Virtual Salespeople & Trusted Advisors
Several applications of alternative approaches to the traditional binary selection sales
process are appearing online. e-Town (www.etown.com) has an advisor named Ida who
provides information and helps customers select from a rather wide range of consumer
electronic products: DVD Players, A/V Receivers, VCRs, CD Players, Digital cameras,
Boomboxes, Handheld/Palm PC, Cordless Phones, and Camcorders. She accomplishes
this through a combination of artificial intelligence based off of the Ask Jeeves
(www.ask.com) technology and check box queries. (Appendix 2) Cozone.com
(www.cozone.com) has two shopping advisors, Jill and Laura. Jill's expertise is in the
area of laptop computers. Jill was developed by Insite (www.insite.com) and leads the
customer through an online dialogue, attempting to learn about the customer's product
needs before giving product recommendations. Laura is a Digital Camera Advisor,
developed by Artificial Life, Inc. (www.artificial-life.com). Laura utilizes a combination
of natural language processing techniques and canned questions to allow the customer to
ask questions about products before giving recommendations.
These applications are evidence of the shifting needs and demographic profile of the
Internet. As these trends continue, a greater opportunity will present itself in the ability
to gather and identify unmet customer needs for the improvement of both market research
and product development. Although a specific advisor was used for the development of
this thesis, we propose that the Listening In! methodology presented herein will work
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with any of the emerging online advisors assuming that the advisor utilizes some type of
sequential utility calculation.
2.3. Trusted Advisors
A novel approach to the problem of customer online search was developed and presented
by Professor Glen Urban of MIT's Sloan School of Management. (Urban 1998). Here,
the burden of consumer knowledge is reduced through the implementation of a trusted
virtual advisor who engages the consumer in a dialogue about his uses and needs of the
product. In this manner, the Trusted Advisor encapsulates the knowledge of an expert
salesperson who translates the current market of available products into a consideration
set that best fits the customer's product requirements. Through the usage of the Trusted
Advisor, the consumer does not need to explicitly understand all of the feature tradeoffs
and product attributes to best match products to his intended usages and needs.
2.3.1. Trusted Advisor Process Overview
Figure 1 shows an overview of the Trusted Advisor's recommendation and dialog
process that was developed by Urban.
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Trusted Advisor
Trusted Advisor
Greeting, Purpose
Trusted Advisor
Constant-Sum
Preference Question
Calculate Initial
Utility Value
(EQ.1)
Calculate Attribute
Information Value
(EQ.3)
Trusted Advisor
Ask Highest
Information Value
Attribute Question
Calculate Bayesian
Attribute Effect
(EQ.2)
Populate
Recommendation
w/ Highest Utility
Products
NO All Attribute
uestions Asked?
YES
Send Customer to
Showroom for
Recommendations
Figure 1 - Trusted Advisor Process
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The process begins with the Trusted Advisor introducing himself or herself to the
consumer. The goal is to establish an initial basis of trust through the revelation of the
advisor's purpose and affiliations. Urban lists several trust factors that are taken into
consideration. (Urban 1998) Once the advisor greets and engages the consumer, the
dialogue between them is enabled through a set of questions that focus upon the
identification of the customer's needs and their intended usage of the product. In general,
the Trusted Advisor presents the dialogue and questions to the consumer and iterates
through a set of uses and needs questions. As the consumer answers the questions, the
advisor dynamically calculates and locates a set of products with the highest utility based
upon the customer's response and produces an apriori probability of the customer
purchasing the highest utility vehicle. A detailed walk through of the Trusted Advisor
process follows with examples of the dialogues and calculations included for clarity.
2.3.2. Trucktown Implementation and Examples
For the illustrative examples within this thesis, the beta site, TruckTown, which was
developed during the initial Trusted Advisor research work, is used. This beta site was
extended during the development of the Listening In! methodology and provides a rich
set of unmet need categorizes for initial testing of the process. Additionally, trucks were
selected as the implementation product due to their inherent configuration complexity as
well as the limited consumer truck knowledge seen especially within the non-truck
owning population.
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2.3.3. Initial Utility Calculation
Returning to Figure 1, once the Trusted Advisor has engaged the consumer through an
initial dialogue, the advisors goal is to calculate an initial utility value for each product
that it has knowledge of. This initial calculation of product utility is done through the
usage of the exponential Logit function against the customer's stated preference along a
set of perceptual dimensions of the product. The customer's stated preference is arrived
at through the usage of a constant-sum preference question regarding the perceptual
dimensions of the target product.
2.3.3.1. Exponential Logit Utility Calculation
Two pieces of information are required for the initial calculation of customer utility in
EQ.1. The first is the customer's stated preference along a sub-set of the product's
perceptual dimensions and the second is a database of ratings of each perceptual
dimension for each product within the Trusted Advisor's knowledge database. These two
pieces of information are then used within an exponential Logit function for the initial
utility calculation and apriori purchase probability as seen below in EQ 1.
15
ad Dda
P(A e
J/X(Id(
(EQ. 1)
Aa = Product Alternative a
P(Aa) = Probability of purchase of product alternative a
ad = Constant sum importance of dimension d given by customer
Dda = standardized database value of dimension d for alternative a
(Values from impartial secondary sources e.g. Consumer Reports)
P(Aa) is the initial calculation of consumer utility for the truck (Aa ) based upon the
consumer's stated preferences (ad) along each of the product's perceptual dimensions
(Dd,a). Utility is calculated for each product alternative using the customer's preference
weightings along the targeted set of perceptual dimensions.
2.3.3.1.1. Customer Dimensional Preferences
The customer's preferences across the perceptual dimensions of the product, ad, are
measured through a direct constant-sum preference question. Within the constant-sum
preference question, the consumer is required to allocate a fixed number of "chips,"
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usually 100, to the product's perceptual dimensions based upon the relative importance of
each dimension. The scale used is from "not important" to "important" with the most
important dimension receiving the greatest number of chips. Due to the difficult nature
of constant sum preferences questions, (Urban, Hauser 1993) the actual order in which
the customer is presented with the constant-sum preference question could be varied. In
this way, the Trusted Advisor could establish a rapport with the customer before asking
him or her to answer a very difficult question. However, within the Listening In! process,
the constant-sum preference question is always used as the first question.
2.3.3.1.2. Product Dimension Ranking Database
Within EQ.1, a secondary database is required that contains the actual rankings of each
product alternative along the given perceptual dimensions, Dda. This database is
developed through the usage of impartial third-party trusted sources. By collecting the
data from independent third-party sources, the Trusted Advisor is able to state that its
recommendations are truly without bias. The values from the third-party sources are
normalized over the range of product ratings as a linear distribution.
2.3.3.1.3. Example: TruckTown Initial Utility Calculation
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In the case of TruckTown, the customer was asked to allocate their importance
weightings across the following perceptual dimensions:
ad: TruckTown constant sum importance of 5 perceptual vehicle dimensions
" Price
" Fuel Economy
" Performance
" Reliability
" Safety
Figure 2 shows the constant-sum preference question utilized within the TruckTown site.
Figure 2 - Example constant-sum preference question from TruckTown
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Data values used for the creation of the Truck database rankings are shown below:
Dd,a : Database values from 3rd party sources
" Price - MSRP
* Fuel Economy - Miles per gallon
* Performance - Horsepower per pound
* Reliability - Consumer Reports rating of reliability
* Safety - Vehicle Safety Rating (Number of Stars)
Figure 3 shows example values found within the secondary product database, Dd,a. The
individual utility values have been normalized and linearly distributed across the universe
of available products.
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Figure 3 - TruckTown secondary product utility database values, Dd,a
2.3.4. Bayesian Attribute Effect
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Once the initial utility is calculated for each product alternative, the Trusted Advisor
continues the product recommendation dialogue with the customer by asking usage and
feature questions. These questions are asked in the order of greatest Bayesian
Information Value, which will be defined in the next section. As the consumer answers
these dialogue questions, the Trusted Advisor translates the responses into model-level
attribute responses. These feature responses are then used within a Bayesian updating
formula to account for attribute level effects on consumer utility.
2.3.4.1. Bayesian Attribute Effect Calculation
The equation used for the Bayesian attribute-level updating is shown in EQ. 2:
P( PP(AAAP(RR,qI A)P(Aa )=P(A,\R = 'rs PRq
P'(Aa )
P(Aa I Rr)
(EQ. 2)
= Updated probability of buying alternative a
= Probability of buying alternative a given a customer response r to online
question q
P(Rrq I A) = Conditional probability of answering question q with response r given
true preference for alternative ,
20
P(R=,q Marginal probability of response r on question ,where
P(Rrq P(Aa P(Rrq I Aa) (EQ. 2A)
a
2.3.4.2. Customer Dialogue Response
Product use and feature needs are arrived at through an online dialogue between the
Trusted Advisor and the customer. After each question (q) in the uses and features
dialogue, the customer has provided the Trusted Advisor with answer (a). This
information is used to update the customer utility, P'(Aa ), through the Bayesian attribute
calculation, P(Aa I R,q). As seen in EQ. 2, the incoming utility, P(A a), is the utility
arrived at from the previous dialogue calculation. In the case of the first Bayesian
updating question, P(Aa) is taken directly from the initial utility calculation in EQ.].
P(Aa ) is then multiplied by the conditional probability, P(R q I Aj), that the consumer
will answer question q with answer a if they have a true preference for vehicle alternate
AU. Finally, the calculation is normalized over the set of updated values to arrive at the
new utility value for each alternate.
2.3.4.3. Conditional Probability Database
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As with the initial utility calculation, an independent database is required for the
conditional probabilities: P(Rrq I A.j. This database is comprised of conditional
probability values for each of the Trusted Advisor dialogue questions and for each
product within the database. The conditional probability is an estimate of the probability
that the consumer will answer question q with answer a if they have a true preference for
vehicle alternate Aa- This value is set either through judgment or through customer
survey data of the current product's ability to satisfy the customer's uses and needs
revealed through the dialogue questions.
P(Rrq I Aa): Set by judgment of the product alternative's ability to satisfy the
customer's uses and needs revealed through the online dialogue.
2.3.4.4. Example: TruckTown Bayesian Attribute Effect Calculation
An example use and feature question used within the TruckTown site is seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 - TruckTown example use and feature dialogue question
Values used for TruckTown within the conditional probability database were developed
through collaboration between members of the MIT research team and the market
research organization of a large automobile manufacturer.
Figure 5 shows a subset of the TruckTown conditional probability database, P(Rrq I Aa).
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Figure 5 - TruckTown conditional probability database values, P(Rr,q I A
As an example of the Bayesian updating process within the TruckTown site, the Trusted
Advisor asks the consumer a use and feature question about their preference between a
vehicle with 2 Wheel-Drive (2WD) or 4 Wheel-Drive (4WD). The consumer responds
that she would prefer a vehicle with 4WD. Within the conditional probability database,
vehicle alternatives that have 4WD (for example the Toyota Tacoma 4WD) would be
given a conditional probability of 0.8 for a 4WD response to the 2WD/4WD question.
Conversely, vehicles with only 2WD (Ford Ranger 2WD) would be given a conditional
probability of 0.2 for a 4WD response to the 2WD/4WD question. That is, we would
expect consumers to answer that they want 4WD 80% of the time if the Toyota Tacoma
4WD would really be the best vehicle for them and that they truly want and need 4WD.
Again conversely, we would only expect the consumer to answer 4WD 20% of the time if
the Ford Ranger 2WD were truly the best vehicle for them and that they really don't want
and need 4WD. In this way, the consumer's consideration set is never reduced by a hard
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constraint. Vehicles with 2WD would be reduced in utility relative to vehicles with
4WD, but the vehicles with 2WD are not "removed" from the consideration set simply
for not meeting this one customer need. The inherent trade offs and constraints around
the consumer's uses and needs, leads to the identification of the highest utility vehicle.
Often times, this recommended highest utility vehicle does not explicitly satisfy every
response. For this example, if the highest utility vehicle only had 2WD, but still received
the highest utility value because other features available on the vehicle better fit the
consumer's needs.
2.3.5. Highest Bayesian Information Value Question Order
As briefly mentioned above and as seen in the Trusted Advisor process, the Bayesian
attribute use and feature questions are asked to the consumer in the order of highest
information value. The calculation used for the identification of the highest information
value question is done as follows. First, a bounded set of Bayesian questions is assumed
along with the assumption that all required information for the Bayesian utility update
has been previously filled into the conditional probability database. For each question
that has not yet been asked to the online consumer, the Bayesian attribute effect of every
possible answer to the question is calculated. This calculation is completed as a single
question look-ahead in that multiple response permutations beyond the next question to
be asked are not considered. The absolute value of the utility changes for every possible
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response to each question are summed together and averaged across the number of
response possibilities.
2.3.5.1. Single Step Bayesian Information Value Equation
The formula for the calculation of the information value of question (q) is found in EQ. 3.
(Wang 1999)
Si IP(AI R )-P,,(Aa)I
I(q)= r (EQ.3)
Where:
Pb(Aa)= P(AaI All the answered questions) = baseline probability for each vehicle.
IP(AaIRr,q)- Pb(Aa)I = Bayesian attribute effect influence of each possible response.
n = the total number of possible responses.
As the Trusted Advisor progresses through the dialogue with the consumer, the
information value is calculated for each remaining unanswered question in the Bayesian
question set. The question with the greatest average magnitude of utility effect, and
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therefore information value, is selected as the next dialogue question. In this way, the
most valuable questions, in terms of utility Bayesian information value, are asked first.
2.3.5.2. Example: TruckTown Bayesian Information Value Calculation
Figure 6 shows an example calculation of information value from the TruckTown site.
This example shows the calculation for the possible response values for the General
Truck Size question. Three answers are possible. The consumer may respond that they
need a Full or Compact sized truck or they can simply respond that either option is
suitable for their needs.
Compact~ Full ____E__ her
TRUCKf .
Dodgik.Ram .2500_(2WD) 0.2 0.000109 0.000185903 0.6 0.000328 0.001551921 0.2 0.000109 0.000547029 C
Dodge_Ramn 2500 (4WD) 0.2 3.13E-05 5.'31039E-05 0.6 9.38E-05 0.000443311 0.2 3.13E-05 0.000156261 C
Dodge .Ramn 2500 Club (2WD) 0.2 2.55E-05 4.33708E-05 0.6 7.66E-05 0.000362059 0.2 2.55E-05 0.00012762
Dodge Ram_2500. Club..(4WD) 0.2 5.79E-06 9.84039E-06 0.6 1.74E-05 8.2147SE-05 0.2 5.79E-06 2.89558E-05
Dodge .Ram 3500 (2WD) 0.2 7.09E-05 0.0001 2D431 0.6 0.000213 0.001005357 0.2 7.09E-05 0.000354373
DodgeRam_3500_(4WD) 0.2 1.75E-05 2.9719E-05 0.6 5.25E-05 0.000248094 0.2 1.75E-05 8.74494E-05
Dodge..Ram 3500 Club (2WD) 0.2 1.21 E-05 2.05184E-05 0.6 3.62E-09' O.000171287 0.2 1.21 E-09' 6.03762E-05 C
Dodge _Ram_-3500_Club (4WD) 0.2 3.35E-06 5.69628E-06 0.6 1.01 E-05 4.75525E-05 0.2 3.35E-06 1.67616E-05 4
FordF150 (2WD) 0.2 0.000629, 0.00106956 0.6 0.001888, 0.008928683 0.2 0.000629 0.003147227 C
FordF150_(4WD) 0.2 0.000145 0.000246535 0.6 0.0004351 0.002058078 0.2 0.0001451 0.000725442 C
Ford F150._Extended (2WD) 0.2 0.000136 0.000231607 0.6 0.000409 0.001933453 0.2 0.000136 0.000681513 C
FordF150_Extended_(4WD) 0.2 2.23E-05 3.78167E-05 0.6 6.6BE-05 O.000315694 0.2 2.23E-05 0.000111277 C
Ford-F250 (2WD) 0.2 0.000252 0.000427685 0.6 0.000755 0.003570313 0.2 0.000252 0.001258482 C
FordF250 (4WD) 0.2 3.01 E-05 5.10816E-05 0.6 9.02E-05 O.000426429 0.2 3.01 E-05 0.00015031 C
FordF250_LExtended.(2WD) 0.2 3.07E-05 5.22015E-05 0.6 9.22E-05 2.00143771 1.2 3.07E-05 0.000153605 C
FordF250 Extended_(4WD) 10.2 15.34E-06, 9.0763EM . .E-5 7576.1E-_. 0.2 5.34E-06 2.6707 5 E-0
0.588,-M 0.211491 0.2
Figure 6 - Example Bayesian information value calculation
2.3.6. Trusted Advisor aPriori Purchase Probability
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As seen in Figure 1, once the Bayesian attribute effect has been calculated, the Trusted
Advisor sorts the current product database in order of the highest calculated utility value.
The top four products are selected and stored in a recommendation array. At any point
during the dialogue with the Trusted Advisor, the customer may exit the process and see
the best vehicles for their needs based upon the dialogue questions that they have already
answered. If the customer completes the entire dialogue, then the Trusted Advisor will
send the customer to the Showroom area in order to further explore their recommended
products. Throughout the Trusted Advisor process, the utility value for each product
changes as the consumer reveals their preferences. In turn, the product with the highest
utility value changes and the highest utility value itself also changes. These two data,
when graphed, display the utility curve for the customer.
2.3.6.1. Example: TruckTown Utility Profile
As an example of a utility profile, Figure 7 shows a complete dialogue for a consumer
who used the TruckTown site.
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Listening In! - Utility Profile II Original Utility
1) Constant SumPref - ($)(FE(R)(HP)(S) [70,30,0,0,0] vbzdaB2300 (2W)33
6) Price Range [14K- 16K] MzdaB2300_(2WD) 0Z 35
2) Corpact/Full [Cornpact] WzdaB2300_(2WD) 0.0861
3) # Passengers (1-5) [1] %zdaB2300_(2WD) 0.110
b0
10) Driver Heigit [Under 6] !vzdaB2300_(2WD)
15) 2wd/4wd[2w d]Fzda B2300_(2WD)
12) Engine Size [6 Cyl] FordFanger_2WD) 0 1243
8) # in Front Seat [1] FordRanger2WD) 0
14) Styling (1-5) [2] FordRanger2WD)1376
9) Biggest Avail (1-5) [1] FordRanger_(2WD) 01440
4) Off road/Tow infguling [NNN FbrdRanger_(2WD)
13) Quiet & Confort (1-5) [2] Ford Ranger_(2WD) 0
11) Bed Length [Short] FbrdRanger_(2WD) 0,1467
5) Construction/Row ing [NN FbrdRanger2WD) 0.14
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16
Utility
M I
Within Figure 7, the customer's responses are plotted on the vertical axis from top to
bottom in the order that they were asked by the Trusted Advisor, the order of highest
Bayesian Information Value. The response labels display the question Title, followed by
the customer's response in brackets, [], and finally the name of the highest utility vehicle
after the question response. The horizontal axis displays the actual calculated utility
value and apriori purchase probability for the highest utility vehicle. Screen shots of the
actual dialogue between the customer and the Trusted Advisor that generated this utility
curve are provided in Appendix 3.
3. ListeningIn! Methodology
3.1. Listening In! Introduction
In Figure 7, the consumer's responses to the Trusted Advisor's questions result in a
continuously rising utility curve. This occurs when a product is currently available
within the Trusted Advisor's product database whose product dimensions combined with
its model-level features meet all of the customer's needs. Obviously this will not always
be the case. Customer requirements vary greatly and product offerings are usually
targeted at limited need categories. Additionally, there are many engineering constraints
and tradeoffs that show-up in products that make it to market.
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The Listening In! Methodology defines any drop in the maximum utility value from
dialogue question to dialogue question as the identification of an unmet customer need.
At this point, Listening In! begins and previous research ends. Listening In! is the
process by which a virtual engineer attempts to identify the unmet needs that are revealed
through the customer dialogue with the Trusted Advisor. By asking the consumer several
questions after a drop in overall utility, it is possible to develop an identification of the
unmet customer need and also to cluster consumers into unmet need categories. Once a
significant number of customers have been classified according to their unmet needs, it is
possible to estimate the market share gain potential of meeting that customer need
assuming the same product mix exists within the market when the new product is
introduced.
3.2. Listening In! Process Overview
Figure 8 below shows the overall Listening In! process along with its relationship to the
process of the Trusted Advisor. The original process of the Trusted Advisor is shown in
the left column. The Trusted Advisor process has not been modified except for the
process interconnections. Execution of the Trusted Advisor is completely independent of
Listening In! and only the execution timing and process steps are altered for the
interaction. The Listening In! process is shown in the right column of Figure 8.
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The Trusted Advisor begins its dialogue with the consumer normally. After the initial
calculation of apriori purchase probability using EQ.], the Virtual Engineer is triggered.
As with the Trusted Advisor, the Virtual Engineer's goal for its introduction is to
establish some degree of trust with the customer and to gain permission to "Listen In"
and interact during the customer's shopping experience. If permission is not granted to
the Virtual Engineer, then the Trusted Advisor process executes as in Figure 1 with no
interaction from the Virtual Engineer. If the customer gives the Virtual Engineer
permission to join in the dialogue, then the Trusted Advisor is continued until after the
first iteration of the Bayesian updating calculation.
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After the Trusted Advisor populates the Recommendation Array, the Virtual Engineer
looks for a drop in maximum utility between the current highest utility and the highest
utility of the previous iteration. If a drop in Highest Utility is detected, then the Virtual
Engineer knows that an unmet customer need has been detected and it initiates the
process of identifying and gathering requirements around the unmet need. Upon
detecting an unmet need, the Virtual Engineer builds a matrix of the customer's current
answers. It then populates that matrix with the relationships between the variables. This
matrix allows for the generation of context-based dialogues in addition to identifying the
cause of the unmet customer need. Next the Virtual Engineer generates dialogue
questions around the unmet need and presents those questions to the customer.
The Virtual Engineering process is repeated over a long period of time, with (hopefully)
large numbers of consumers engaging in dialogues with both the Trusted Advisor and the
Virtual Engineer. The customer requirements and dialogues are then clustered into
groups of unmet need categories and the Virtual Engineer's knowledge of current
engineering tradeoffs is used to develop a "concept" vehicle that meets the identified and
classified unmet need. The concept vehicle is then introduced into the product database
population and the potential increase in market share is estimated from the clustered
customer dialogues.
3.3. Assumptions of the Listening In! Methodology
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Several assumptions underlie the development of the Listening In! methodology that
require definition. The first assumption made within the Listening In! process is that the
first dialogue question is always the constant-sum preference question where the
customer rates the importance of the initial perceptual dimensions. In addition, the
question order for the analysis of overall utility is completed in the order of highest
Bayesian Information Value. One area of future research that will be discussed at the end
of this thesis is the need for additional work in the area of question order in relation to
need identification as the Bayesian updating formula of EQ.2 is sensitive to question
order and additional research is required to analyze this relationship.
Finally, it is assumed that the conditional probability database is complete and has been
populated with truly impartial data. Because the values for the conditional probabilities,
P(Rrq I ), are developed either from previous market research surveys or from
professional judgment, the possibility exists that the values within the database do not
accurately represent true customer response probabilities. Since the calculation of the
Bayesian update (EQ.2) is dependent completely upon the values within this database, it
would be possible for the Listening In! process to generate misleading results if the
values of P(Rrq I AJ were entered in a biased or skewed manner. For a drop in overall
highest utility to be meaningful, the cause of the utility drop must truly be a gap between
current product offerings on the market and not simply bad data. Therefore, extreme care
must be exercised in the population of the conditional probability database. It should also
be noted that the actual values entered into the database are judgment calls, but impartial
judgments have been shows to yield the desired identification of unmet customer needs.
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3.4. Listening In! Process Detail
The following is a detailed description of the Listening In! process. Each section is
presented with an initial explanation of the general step within the Listening In! process
and then an example of the step as applied to the TruckTown site.
3.4.1. Virtual Engineer Greeting and Permission
After calculation of the initial utility value, the
between the customer and the Trusted Advisor.
initial contact is to build trust with the consum
the dialogue. The following are examples of th
dialogues of the Virtual Engineer.
Virtual Engineer joins the dialogue
As mentioned previously, the goal of this
er and also to be given permission to join
ie initial Greeting and Permission
3.4.1.1. Example Greeting Dialogue:
"Hi! My name is Kelly. I am an independent engineer who has been employed
by [NAME OF SITE] to rate [PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION] and to help with the
explanation of product tradeoffs. Many times, the PERFECT [PRODUCT
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CLASSIFICATION] will not be available on the market. My goal is to understand
exactly what you need and want in a product and to represent your needs to
manufacturers!"
Finally, the advisor asks for permission to join the online dialogue at a later time.
"While [NAME OF TRUSTED ADVISOR] is finding the best current
[PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION] for you, I will occasionally pop in and ask a few quick
questions about what your needs are. If you would like to have my help and have the
opportunity to tell manufacturers exactly what you want in future [PRODUCT
CLASSIFICATION]s, then click below to give me permission. Thanks!"
3.4.2. Unmet Need Identification Criteria
Assuming that the customer has opted-in to the Listening In! process and given
permission to the Virtual Engineer, the original Trusted Advisor process is resumed and
executes until after the Bayesian update of EQ.2.
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Listening In! - Unmet Needs
p Original Utility
1) Constant Sum Pret - ( (FE)(R)(HP)(S) [70,30,0,0,0] Nazda_B2300(2WD) 0.0533
6) Price Pange [14K - 16K] zdB12300_(2WD) . / .0
2) (bnpact/Full [Qorrpact] lzda_B2300_(2WD) 0861
3) # Passengers (1-5) [1] Kzda_B23002WD) 0.1105
10) Driver Height [Under 6' lzda_B2300_(2WD) 0.1105
15) 2w d / 4w d [2w c] z dB2300J2WD) 0 20G0)
12) Engine Size [6 Cyl] FordRanger2WD) 0.1243
8) # in Front Seat [1] FordRanger_(2WD) 5
14) Styling (1-5) [4] FordFanger_(2WD) -DROP ~1256
1) - - ~r Drops in
13) Ouiat& Conort(1-5) [2]FordRanger(W12)7 Maximum
4) Off road/Tow ing/I-auing [NY,Y] FordFknger(2WD) DR Utility
9) Biggest Avail (1-5) [1] FordRanger_(2WD)
11) Bed Length [Short] FordRanger_(2WD) .1192
5) Construction/Rowing [N] FordRanger2WD) 1192
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14
Utility
Identification of an unmet customer need occurs when a drop is seen in the maximum
calculated utility value between utility updates. Figure 9 shows a profile where two
drops in maximum calculated utility are seen.
3.4.2.1. Need Identification Calculation
Algorithmically, this is simply done through the comparison of the current highest utility
vehicle and the utility value of the highest utility vehicle from the last question as seen in
EQ.4.
Unmet Need Identification Criteria:
Max[P'(A, )] < Max[P,_I (Aa )] (EQ. 4)
Where:
Max[P,'(Aa)] = Maximum Utility value after Bayesian attribute question (n)
Max[P'(A )] = Maximum Utility value after previous Bayesian attribute question (n1)
3.4.2.2. Example: TruckTown Need Identification
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Figure 9 shows a slight variation from the customer response profile seen initially in
Figure 7. In Figure 7, the customer's dialogue responses yielded a constantly rising
utility curve and therefore a vehicle was available that met their needs. Here, the
customer would now like a more Futuristically Styled [Styling = 4 vs. Styling = 2]
vehicle. Also, the customer plans on using the vehicle for both Towing and Hauling
[Offroad/Towing/Hauling = N,Y,Y vs. Offroad/Towing/Hauling = N,N,N]. These
additional intended uses and needs each cause a drop in maximum utility and point to a
market opportunity.
3.4.3. Response Matrix
These drops in maximum utility indicate an unmet customer need in the marketplace
based upon the aforementioned assumptions. Offline, it is a rather simple matter for an
engineer, proficient in product development of the target product classification, to
identify the area or areas of unmet need and exercise engineering judgment to detail
which tradeoffs the unmet need is hitting or the constraint that the unmet need is pushing
against. Once the human engineer had identified and categorized the cause of the utility
drop, she would then be able to ask the consumer several question to gather more detailed
information about the true extent of the unmet customer need.
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As is the case with all applications of Artificial Intelligence, it is a very difficult
proposition to embed the knowledge of the human engineer into a virtual engineer with
the same abilities of identification, classification, and dialogue generation. Listening In!
has developed a methodology and framework for the automation of the "virtual engineer"
to perform the tasks of the human engineer.
3.4.3.1. Correlation Matrix
Once the signal of an unmet customer need is detected through a drop in maximum
utility, the virtual engineer must identify the cause of the utility drop within the context of
the current dialogue between the Trusted Advisor and the consumer. This identification
focuses upon the relationship between the initial perceptual dimensions of the constant-
sum preference question and the conditional probabilities. These variables and
relationships are developed through the calculation of the correlation coefficients of
variables both within and across the vehicle information database, Dd a, and the
conditional probability database, P(Rr,q I A). Again, Dd,a values are the normalized
ratings of each product across the initial dimensions of the constant-sum preference
question. P(Rrq I A) values, if derived from actual consumer surveys, show there true
preference for vehicle alternative (a) given a response (r) to question (q). These
correlations are aggregated into a single correlation database that is used by the Virtual
Engineer for the identification of the unmet needs. Of note, this correlation database does
not include any engineering variables for the products. This is due to the current focus
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upon identification of the unmet need and not of the actual design constraint behind the
unmet need. Engineering variables will be used later to clarify the design level attributes
that have been traded-off to create the unmet need.
Correlation Database:
Let C = a combined array of [ P(Rrq I A),D,a]
For every p,q:
PCpCq =COV(C Cq) (EQ.5)
Where:
Cov(C, , Cq) = Covariance between the variable dataset
C = Standard deviation of the values of C,
3.4.3.2. Response Matrix
When a drop in overall utility has been identified, signaling the recognition of an unmet
need, the Virtual Engineer filters the correlation matrix based upon the customer's
affirmative answers. That is, answers that indicate a product requirement are included in
the response matrix. The resulting matrix is a summary of the customer's answers to that
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point in the dialogue and is called the Response Matrix. The Response Matrix serves as a
contextual history for use in the generation of the virtual engineering dialogue and
provides the framework for the identification of the customer need conflict. Because the
Response Matrix is built from the Correlation Matrix, the internal values of the matrix are
populated with the correlation coefficients between the customer's responses and the
perceptual dimensions of the product. When a drop in overall utility occurs, and by
definition an unmet need is identified, then the virtual engineer turns to the Response
Matrix and looks for significantly negative correlations. Through trial-and-error, basic
sensitivity tests have shown that a correlation coefficient of -0.6 is significant enough to
identify dimensional conflicts.
3.4.3.3. Example: TruckTown Correlation and Response Matrices
Figure 10 shows a partial view of the TruckTown Correlation matrix. As previously
described, the correlation matrix is made through the correlation of the vehicle
dimensional rankings, Dd,a, and the conditional probability database values for every
possible Bayesian question response, P(Rrq I Aj. Each dimension of the two
dimensional matrix are the names of the Dd,a and P(Rq I Aj values. The internal matrix
values are the correlation coefficients of each variable to itself and every other variable in
the matrix. This yields an off-diagonal matrix whose values are the correlations between
the variables. This overall Correlation Matrix is then filtered according to the customer's
dialogue responses to generate the Response Matrix.
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0.26 1D
0 27 Q.8
lornpacl U.Mo V.fl -U.VIu
Full -0.65 -0.77 0.10
Either 0.00 0.00 0.00
Offroadno 0.49 0.32 0.03
Off road-yes -0.52 -0.33 -0.02
Towingno 0.57 0.51 0.03
Towing _es -0.70 -0.63 0.01
Hauling no 0.65 .7 -0.10
Haulingyes -0.65 -0.77 0.10
Construction no 0.65 0.77 -0.10
Construction-yes -0.65 -0.77 0.10
Plowing Snowvno 0.65 o.77 -0.10
Plowing Snow yes -0.65 -0.77 0.10
Passengers front seat 1 -0.33 -0.49 0.02
Passengers front seat.2 0.00 0.00 0.00
Passengers front-seat_3 0.33 0.49 -0.02
0.00 00
1-0.371 0.44 1
1 0.001 1.001
L 0.00 -0.95 1.0012 0.00 0.72 -0.77 1.00
4 0.00 -0.84 0.89 -O.B3 1.00
0 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 0.32 -0.34 1.00
00.00 0.01 0.01 -0.32 0.34 -1.00 I0W
0 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 0.32 -0.34 1.00 1-1.00 1.001
F .-TOO 0.01 0.01 -0.32 0.34 -1.001 1.00 -1.00 1.OG
10 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 0.32 -0.34 1. 1 -1.00 1.00 -1.00 1.00
D0.00 0.01 0.01 -0.32 0.34 -1.001 1.00 -1.00 1.00. -1.00 1.00
4 0.00 -0.29 0.31 -0.54 0,54 -0.44 0.44 -0.44 0.44 -0.44 0.44 1.0
1,0(Y.000 
.0 .00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 00
' 0.00 0.29 -0.31 0.54 -4 U.4-.4 .4-.4 .4-.4 0 .01.00
Figure 10 - Partial display of TruckTown Correlation Matrix
Figure 11 below shows the response matrix of the customer dialogue responses that
generated the utility drops from Figure 9. This example response matrix is a filtered
version of the correlation matrix.
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Correlation Matrix
Response Matrix
aa I I
S CU
a c
f t
TowingYes 11i it~ ____ L i t ____i _
HiaulingY es -V. 0 -o -u I.UUl V.O+ II'UV
PassengersFrontSeat_1 -0.33 -0.49 -0.44 0.54 0.44 1.00
BiggestAvailable_1 0.65 0.77 1.00 -0.34 -1.00 -0.44 1.00
Height_Under_6 1.00
Bed_Legnth_Short 0.65 0.77 1.00 -0.34 -1.00 -0.44 1,00 1.00
EngineSize 6_Yes 0.47 0.57 0.64 -0.03 -0.64 -0.17 0.64 0.64 1.00
Big_QuietComfortable_2 0.65 0.77 1.00 -0.34 -1.00 -0.44 1.00 1.00 0.64 1.00
TraditionalFuturistic 4 -0.16 -0.33 -0.10 0.05 0.10 0.05 -0.10 -0.10 -0.24 -0.101 1.00
2wd 0.52 0.33 0.01 -0,89 -0.01 -0.31 0.01 0.01 -0.12 0.01 -0.02 1.00
Figure 11 - Example response matrix from Figure 9 dialogue
3.4.4. Conflict Identification
Once the conflicts within the Response Matrix are identified, it is necessary to further
clarify the relationship between the conflicting dimensions. This conflict can be of two
types depending upon the relationship of the variables within a construct known as the
Dimensional Hierarchy.
3.4.4.1. Dimensional Hierarchy
The Dimensional Hierarchy defines the relationships between the variables found within
the Response matrix and, by definition, the Correlation matrix. Each variable, either one
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A
of the initial perceptual dimensions or the responses to the Bayesian attribute questions
focuses upon a Secondary Need Dimension. Secondary Need Dimensions that can be
clustered together due to a similar area of focus are aggregated together under a single
Primary Need Dimension. Once the variables are grouped under the primary need
dimensions, two types of conflicts can occur, inter-dimensional or intra-dimensional.
The identification of the type of conflict is critical to the upcoming dialogue generation
process because dialogue will be generated differently depending upon the type of need
conflict. Figure 12 below graphically displays the architecture of the Dimensional
Hierarchy.
Primary Need Dimensions Secondary Need Dimensions
Primary Need Dimension 1
Primary Need Dimension 2 --
Secondary Need Dimension 1.1
Secondary Need Dimension 1.2
]Secondary Need Dimension 2.1
Primary Need Dimension 3 - -- Secondary Need Dimension 3.1
-Secondary Need Dimension 3.2
-- Secondary Need Dimension 3.3
-Secondary Need Dimension 3.4
Figure 12 - Dimensional Hierarchy
3.4.4.2. Inter-Dimensional Conflict
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An inter-dimensional drop in utility is defined as a conflict that is identified within the
Response matrix where the Secondary Need Dimensions represented by the customer's
responses fall under separate Primary Need Dimensions. An inter-dimensional conflict
occurs when the two Primary Need Dimensions are correlated in some manner and the
customer's need responses in the Secondary Need Dimensions go against that correlation.
Primary Need Dimensions
Primary Need Dimension I
Primary Need Dimension 2
Primary Need Dimension 3
Secondary Need Dimensions
Secondary Need Dimension 1.1
Secondary Need Dimension 1.2
1
Secondary Need Dimension 2.1
Secondary Need Dimension 3.1
Secondary Need Dimension 3.2 H-
Inter-
Dimensional
Conflict
Secondary Need Dimension 3.3
Figure 13 - Inter-Dimensional Conflict
3.4.4.3. Intra-Dimensional Conflict
Intra-Dimensional need conflicts can occur when the customer either has greatly varying
needs within a given Primary Need Dimension or if the customer answers the questions
within the Trusted Advisor dialogue inconsistently. In either case, the Secondary Need
Dimensions are always positively correlated with each other with reference to the
Primary Need Dimension. Responses that cause two Secondary Need Dimensions under
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the same Primary Need Dimension to go against that correlation direction cause an intra-
dimensional conflict.
Primary Need Dimensions Secondary Need Dimensions
Primary Need Dimension I Secondary Need Dimension 1.1
Secondary Need Dimension 1.2
Primary Need Dimension 2 Secondary Need Dimension 2.1
Intra-
-Dimensional
1onlct
Figure 14 - Intra-Dimensional Conflict
3.4.4.4. Current Technology
For both inter-dimensional and intra-dimensional conflicts, it should be noted that this
correlation relationship is based upon current technologies and current solutions found on
the market as perceived by consumers through the conditional probabilities and the
independent ratings of the dimensions. Theoretically, the Primary Need Dimensions are
independent and many of the unmet need classifications focus upon opportunities related
to the "breaking" or "modifying" of these correlations. As always, it will be imperative
for researchers and product development engineers to apply significant creativity in order
to meet these needs.
3.4.4.5. Example: TruckTown Conflict Identification
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3.4.4.5.1. TruckTown Primary Need Dimensions
For the TruckTown implementation, the following overall Primary Need dimensions
were defined.
- Price
- Power
- Reliability
- Fuel Economy
- Safety
- Overall Size
- Style
" Passenger Compartment
- Hauling Capability
- Luxury
These need dimensions were developed through engineering judgment as applied to the
original need dimensions used within the constant-sum preference question as well as the
Secondary Need Dimensions focused upon by the Bayesian updating questions. The
results of the Secondary Need Dimension partitioning were then validated through peer
review with product development engineers at a major U.S. automobile manufacturer.
It should be noted that the first five Primary Need Dimensions are those that the
consumer has already given a direct preference rating to in the constant-sum importance
allocation. The other dimensions are a combination of the Secondary Need Dimensions
focused on by the Bayesian attribute questions. These dimensions have no direct
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weighting, but their relative importance can be arrived at through the additional dialogue
with the Virtual Engineer. The Dimensional Hierarchy for TruckTown, the relationships
between the Secondary Need Dimensions and the Primary Need Dimensions, is shown
below.
3.4.4.5.2. TruckTown Dimensional Hierarchy
Figure 15 below shows the graphical relationship between the TruckTown need
dimensions.
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Primary Need Dimensions Secondary Need Dimensions
Price - Constant Sum Pref
Price Ranges
Fuel Economy
Reliability
Safety
Fuel Economy - Constant Sum Pref
Reliability - Constant Sum Pref
Safety - Constant Sum Pref
Power I
Luxury
Style
Performance - Constant Sum Pref
Engine Size
2WD / 4WD
Off Road
Towing
Plowing
Big / Quiet / Comfortable
Traditional / Futuristic
Overall Size
Passenger Compartment
Bed Length
Hauling
Construction
Truck Size
Biggest Available
Big / Quiet / Comfortable
# of Passengers
Front Seat Passengers
Driver Height
Big / Quiet / Comfortable
Figure 15 - TruckTown Perceptual Dimension Hierarchy
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TruckTown - Inter-Dimensional Conflicts
In the case of an inter-dimensional conflict, such as a customer need of high fuel
economy and high horsepower, the customer may only have a need for high horsepower
during towing operations that she performs on the weekends. During the week, she uses
her truck for commuting to and from work and has a need for a very fuel-efficient
vehicle. Given the current vehicle market, this tradeoff is not met due to the pseudo-
static relationship between fuel economy and horsepower. Engines are calibrated and
programmed given a limited set of constraints with target fuel economy levels desired
across multiple driving scenarios. The multiple variables that determine the tradeoff
between horsepower and fuel economy in current-technology spark ignition gasoline
engines (spark advance, air/fuel ratio, cam timing, exhaust configuration, etc.) are all
engineered in advance to meet certain constraints. Clearly, there would be engineering
solutions that could be implemented that would meet the customer need identified above
by the Virtual Engineer. In this case, if the truck was equipped with a 6-cylinder engine,
two of the cylinders could be "disabled" during the week providing the customer with a
highly fuel-efficient 4-cylinder vehicle. On the weekends or at any time the customer
determined that she would like to have more power, she could enable the additional two
cylinders and have a more powerful, albeit less fuel efficient vehicle. So although the
current negative correlation between fuel economy and horsepower is still in effect since
the technology used hasn't changed, this unmet customer need has been satisfied. Given
the extremely large number of consumers shopping online, it is possible to identify the
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3.4.4.5.3.
number of customers fitting within this "unmet need" profile and estimate the market
share gain opportunity through satisfaction of this need.
3.4.4.5.4. TruckTown - Intra-Dimensional Conflict
Switching to an intra-dimensional need conflict, if the customer told the trusted advisor
that he wanted a [Truck Size = COMPACT], and then responded that he wanted a
[Biggest Available = 5] truck, then either he has answered the question inconsistently or
he has an unmet need that the virtual engineer must gather additional information about.
If the customer answered the question inconsistently, then the Listening In! virtual
engineer could explain the inconsistent answer and correct the error if the customer
wished. Taken at face value, the trusted advisor would interpret the customer as saying
"I want a very small truck AND a very large truck." If the customer confirms that he has
not answered inconsistently, then it is the goal of the virtual engineer to determine the
unmet customer need. In this case, the virtual engineer will enter a discussion with the
customer about the relationship between the two responses. What did he mean when he
said "Compact" and what did he mean when he said that he was looking for the "Biggest
Available" truck.
3.4.4.5.5. TruckTown - Identification Example
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Assuming that the customer from Figure 9 has opted-in to our Listening In! process,
everything progresses normally until the question regarding Style is asked. At this point
the consumer responds that they would like to have a very futuristic looking vehicle (4 on
a scale of 1-5 from traditional to futuristic). A drop in overall utility is identified and the
virtual engineer re-visits the response matrix. Figure 16 shows the current state of the
response matrix. The matrix is currently populated with the correlations for each
response. Due to the drop in utility, the virtual engineer searches the correlation database
and finds no significantly large negative correlations. This is a case where the need
dimension in question, Style, is entirely independent of the other perceptual dimensions.
In this case, the virtual engineer simply interprets the utility drop as an opportunity for
improvement along that dimension. Here, a more stylish vehicle with the same
characteristics as the Ford Range (2WD) would be the highest utility vehicle.
Response Matrix
00(
Com act 0.65 0.77 1.00 1
PassengersFront Seat 1 -0.33 -0.49 -0.44 1.00
HeightUnder 6 1.00
EngineSize 6 Yes 0.47 0.57 0.64 -0.17 1.00
Traditional Futuristic 4 -0.16 -0.33 -0.10 0.05 -0.24 1.00
2wd 0.52 0.33 0.01 -0.31 -0.12 -0.02 1.00
Figure 16 - Response Matrix after utility drop from Style question
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After the question about personal uses, another drop in overall utility is seen. Here the
consumer has said that they will not be using the truck for off road driving, but will be
towing and hauling with it. Once again, the drop in utility triggers the virtual engineer
who returns to the updated response matrix in Figure 17. The virtual engineer searches
the response matrix for large negative correlations and finds several.
Response Matrix
MSRP Correct
Fuel-Economy-Correct
Compact
)
(0 (0
CCS-j
o I I ~~~o C: C)
Cu C~ ~ ~ .~ C)1V.
~* *~ c CU) a
1 0) 0
TowingYes -0.70 -0.63 1-0.34 1.00 1
HaulinFrYes -0.65 -0.77 -1.00 0.34 1.00
Passen ersFrontSeat_1 -0.33 -0.49 -0.44 0.54 0.44 1.00
Bi estAvailable 1 0.65 0.77 1.00 -0.34 -1.t00 -0.44 1.00
HeightUnder 6 1 1.00,
EnDine_Size 6 Yes 0.47 0.57 0.64 -0.03 a0f64n - .17 0 h64 1 00
TraditionalFuturistic_4 -0.16 -0.33 -0.10 0.05 0.10 0.05 -0.10 -0.24 1 00
2wd 0.52 0.33 0.01 -0.89, -0.01 -0.31 0.01 -0.12f 0'02 1
Figure 17 - Response matrix after personal uses question
Based upon the location of the strong negative correlations within the response matrix,
the Listening In! engineer will first determine if the utility drop is caused by an inter-
dimension conflict or by an intra-dimension conflict based upon the perceptual need
Dimension Hierarchy defined earlier. A conflict is defined as being inter-dimensional if
the two negatively correlated variables both contribute to two different Primary Need
Dimensions. If the two negatively correlated variables are found to have the same
Primary Need Dimension, then the conflict is defined as intra-dimensional. In the case of
Figure 17, the response generates seven large negative correlations that reduce to five
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inter-dimensional conflicts and one intra-dimensional conflict. Due to the nature of intra-
dimensional conflicts, they must be inquired about first.
Intra-Dimensional Conflict
- Power [Towing] vs. Power [2WD]
Inter-Dimensional Conflicts
" Hauling vs. Price [MSRP]
- Hauling vs. Fuel Economy
- Hauling vs. Overall Size [Compact and Big/Quiet/Comfortable = 2]
- Power [Towing] vs. Price [MSRP]
- Power [Towing] vs. Fuel Economy
3.4.5. Dialogue Generation
Once the conflicts, both intra-dimensional and inter-dimensional, have been identified,
the Virtual Engineer must generate context-based dialogues through which to gather
additional customer need requirements. Dialogue questions are generated based upon the
correlations within the response matrix. Although the significant negative correlations
within the response matrix are used for need identification and exploration, the positive
correlations can be used to generate additional "context-based" dialogue between the
Virtual Engineer and the customer. In this way, the Virtual Engineer will not be seen as
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bombarding the consumer with questions about his or her answers. As mentioned above,
dialogue questions between the Virtual Engineer and the consumer will be generated
around both inter and intra dimension need conflicts.
3.4.5.1. Types of Dialogues
3.4.5.1.1. Intra-Dimensional
Because intra-dimensional conflicts can be caused by either an inconsistent response to a
dialogue question or a true unmet need, the first goal of the Virtual Engineer is to notify
the customer of the possible inconsistency. This is a situation that must be approached
delicately in order to avoid offending the consumer. This then becomes a tradeoff
between explaining to the consumer that the engineer did not understand the meaning of
their responses, without undermining the customer's confidence in the virtual engineer's
intelligence.
Assuming that the customer had a different meaning in mind, then the virtual engineer
must generate dialogue questions that focus upon the relative degree of the customer
need within the primary dimension with respect to the following:
Intra-Dimensional Dialogue Focus
" Relation to current product engineering specs
- Translation to engineering units
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E Focus on detailed understanding of customer's needs in that dimension
Intra-Dimensional Engineering Dialogue:
"Hi! I've got a quick question to make sure that I understand exactly what you are
looking for. In the [PREVIOUS INTRA-DIMENSION QUESTION TITLE], you said
that you were looking for a [PREVIOUS INTRA-DIMENSION QUESTION
RESPONSE] product. But in the last question about [INTRA-DIMENSION
QUESTION CAUSING CONFLICT TITLE], you said that you want [INTRA-
DIMENSIONAL QUESTION CAUSING CONFLICT RESPONSE]. I would like to ask
you a few questions about exactly what you want in terms of [PRODUCT
CLASIFICATION] [NAME OF PRIMARY NEED DIMENSIONS]. [Click here] if I
can ask you a few questions, or just type in what you are looking for in terms of
[PRODUCT CLASIFICATION] [NAME OF PRIMARY NEED DIMENSION] below.
Thanks!"
3.4.5.1.2. Inter-Dimensional
For the inter-dimensional conflicts, the goals of the Virtual Engineering dialogue are to
determine the relative preference between the conflicting dimensions as well as
gathering detailed engineering requirements around the actual need.
Inter-Dimensional Dialogue Focus:
E Explain the conflict found in current technology
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- As with the intra-dimensional conflict, determine the relative degree of the
conflict
o In relation to current product engineering specs
o Translate the requirements into engineering units
- Determine the relativefrequency of the conflict
o When does the conflict occur?
o How often does the customer need to change or modify the conflict?
" Determine the customer's relative preference between the conflicting dimensions
Of note, based upon the overall size of the correlation database and the nature of product
conflicts, the number of possible inter-dimensional conflicts could be very large. It
would therefore not be feasible to ask the consumer every possible question about each
conflict. An important piece of future research will be the determination of the best
selection technique for volume of engineering questions.
3.4.6. TruckTown Dialogue Examples
3.4.6.1. Intra-Dimensional
Previously for the TruckTown example, the following Intra-Dimensional conflict was
identified:
TruckTown Intra-Dimensional Conflict
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M Power [Towing] vs. Power [2WD]
For this case of Intra-Dimensional conflict between Towing & 2WD, the following is an
example if the Virtual Engineer's customer dialogue:
"Hi! I've just got a quick question to make sure that I understand exactly what you are
looking for. In the 2WD/4WD question you said that you were looking for a 2WD
vehicle. But in the last question about Hauling, you said that you want to Haul. I would
like to ask you a few questions about exactly what you want in terms of Truck Power.
[Click here] if I can ask you a few questions, or just type in what you are looking for in
terms of Truck Power below. Thanks!"
3.4.6.2. Inter-Dimensional
Again, the following inter-dimensional conflicts were identified for the TruckTown
example:
TruckTown Example Inter-Dimensional Conflicts
- Hauling vs. Price [MSRP]
- Hauling vs. Fuel Economy
- Hauling vs. Overall Size [Compact and Big/Quiet/Comfortable = 2]
- Power [Towing] vs. Price [MSRP]
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= Power [Towing] vs. Fuel Economy
Figure 18 shows an example dialogue that focuses upon a determination of the relative
degree of the conflict between Towing and Fuel Economy. Although this example
directly uses engineering units in the dialogue, it would be a simple matter to present the
customer with real-world choices that would then be translated into engineering units.
For the Power [Towing] vs. Fuel Economy conflict:
Figure 14 - Inter-Dimensional Conflict Dialogue
The Virtual Engineer now has engineering data around the unmet need. Another area of
desired knowledge is the relative preference between the two conflicting dimensions.
Assuming that the tradeoff cannot economically or feasible be altered, this information
will allow product engineers to weight the product attributes toward the preferred
dimension. Figure 19 below shows an example dialogue that focuses on the collection of
the relative preference between the Power [Towing] and Fuel Economy dimensions.
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There the customer has clearly stated a preference for Towing Capability over Fuel
Economy.
Figure 19 - Example Inter-Dimensional relative preference question
3.4.7. Unmet Need Clustering
Once a considerable amount of data concerning unmet need opportunities has been
collected, the Listening In! process then classifies groupings of unmet needs and
estimates the market share potential available from the introduction of a vehicle that
satisfies that unmet need. At this point, the process of classification is entirely manual
and is based upon human judgment. Classification in this application presents several
challenges in that the data being collected by the Virtual Engineer is focused around
relative degrees of customer preferences. Although it is possible to group customer
responses in terms of preference weightings across the primary need dimensions, this
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would not take into account this "dynamic" information that the Virtual Engineer has
collected. Again, it is this dynamics information that will allow the product development
engineer the ability to either modify or exploit the relationship between perceptual
dimensions. As with the Power [Towing] vs. Fuel Economy example, the technology has
not been modified and therefore the relationship still exists. But by knowing that there is
a large grouping of customers who have an unmet need for the ability to dynamically
tradeoff between the two dimensions, the engineer is able to develop solutions that meet
the customer's need. Having said that, the actual mechanics of representing the dynamic
information in conjunction with the perceptual dimension in a form that is conducive to
cluster analysis is still under development.
3.4.7.1. TruckTown - Unmet Need Cluster Tests
Once the mechanics have been developed, the automated classification process will be
tested using traditional system identification and verification techniques. A large set of
sample "unmet need profiles" has been developed with the following target
classifications:
- Small, Tow & Plow
- Large, Low Price
" Large, Tow & Plow, Low Price
" Super Large, Luxury, Will Pay
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" Super Small, Will Pay
- 4 Doors, Short Bed, Will Pay
The sample profiles will be sent thorough the Listening In! process and automatically
clustered. The results will then be analyzed to determine how well the classification
process actually recovers the input classifications.
3.4.8. Concept Vehicle Generation
After the identification of large clusters of unmet needs, the Virtual Engineer would
generate a concept vehicle that meets the requirements of the need. Currently, the
generation of the concept vehicle is performed manually using both engineering
judgment and a second correlation matrix of engineering attributes of current vehicles.
3.4.8.1. Engineering Attribute Correlations
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Figure 20 - Correlation of Engineering Attributes
Figure 20 shows the TruckTown correlation matrix of engineering attribute variables.
This information is then user to develop a realistic "concept" vehicle that either more
accurately represents the customer's preferred tradeoffs between the Primary Need
Dimensions or alters the relationship between the Need Dimensions as in the weekend
towing example.
3.4.8.2. Example: TruckTown Concept Vehicle
From the previous example dialogues with the consumer, the Virtual Engineer knows that
the customer wants to tow 7000 pounds and prefers Towing Capability over Fuel
Economy. Again, the actual method of attaining the engineering target can be modified,
but the desired output is knowledge of the customer's requirement in engineering units
and her dimensional preference. For the highest utility vehicle generated from the
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dialogue with the customer, the Ford Ranger 2WD, the current ratings for Towing and
Fuel Economy are shown against the customer requirement in Figure 21.
Vehicle I owing_ apacity btandard - iuei _conomy
ord _anger_
Figure 21 - Current Rating of highest utility vehicle from TruckTown example
From this, we see that meeting the customer's need would require the ability to tow an
additional 7000lbs. - 6000lbs. = 1000 lb. As one possible solution to this problem,
acting within the current technology limitations, this increase in required Towing
Capacity could be achieved by varying the attribute dimensions of the highest utility
vehicle.
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Figure 22 - Engineering Correlation matrix for Horsepower and Towing
Based upon the engineering tradeoff matrix for Towing and Fuel Economy, seen above in
Figure 22, the following general dimensional changes are required:
Increase - HP, Towing Capacity
Reduce - Fuel Economy
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Increase - MSRP
These changes result in the following concept vehicle as shown in Figure 23 below.
There, price has been increased by ~$2000.00, fuel economy has been reduced by 3 MPG
(reflecting the customer's preference for increased Towing capability over Fuel
Economy), standard horsepower has been increased by 30 HP and towing capacity is
estimated a 7125 pounds. Once the engineering variables have been established, the
concept-engineering vehicle can be introduced into the current product database to
estimate the market share gain potential from introduction a product that meets the
clustered need.
a.-
C.,
U(
0.0
4LU
Vehicle .a I
Ford-Ranger _(MD
Listening In! - Towing upgrade ~
Figure 23 - Generated Concept Vehicle
3.4.9. Share Gain Estimation
3.4.9.1. Utility Effect
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After the successful clustering and classification of large groups of unmet need
categories, the Listening In! process will estimate the market share potential available
through the introduction of a concept vehicle that meets the need requirement of the
cluster. Once a concept vehicle has been developed, the product is tested against the
current vehicle marketplace in order to gauge the expected utility increase from the
concept vehicle and therefore the expected increase in market share. This is of course
predicated by the assumption that the consumer is completely rational and bases his or
her purchase decision upon the maximization of personal utility.
Share gain estimation is accomplished through the development and modification of a
sample vehicle whose engineering attributes are modified to represent the concept vehicle
solution. The product's engineering attributes are then used to generate its Dd,a
standardized database value of the initial constant-sum perceptual dimension d for
alternative a.
Next, the conditional probability database, P(Rrq A), is updated to represent the
expected change in customer preference based upon the expected ability of the concept
vehicle to meet the customer's needs against the Bayesian attribute questions.
Finally, a representative group profile for the classified unmet need group is used to
generate a utility profile for the concept vehicle.
3.4.9.2. Example: TruckTown Share Estimation
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Figure 24 shows the estimated utility increase (3.03%) for the concept vehicle targeted at
satisfaction of the unmet needs previously discussed, Towing vs. Fuel Economy. This
apriori purchase probability is then used in conjunction with the estimate market size of
the unmet need cluster in order to estimate the potential market share gain.
For example, overall production for 1999 vehicles worldwide was 17,557,827 vehicles,
of which trucks made up 53% of the market with 9,305,612 units. (Automotive News,
2000) Assuming that small trucks comprise a 20% share of the overall truck market,
1,860,000 vehicles, and that the utility increase could be applied across all makes. Then
the 3% share increase would account for an additional 55,600 Rangers being sold and a
market share increase of 11% for Ford. This share gain estimate could of course be
tailored or tempered depending upon the actual size of the sample market online.
Additionally, if Listening In! were implemented in conjunction with a large online retail
site, the actual conversion could be gauged and used to refine the estimate.
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Listening In! - Concept Vehicle Utility Increas * Concept Utility
1 Original Utility
1) Constant Sum Pref - ($)(FE)(R)(P)F(S) [70,30,0,0,0] kbzdaB2300_(2WD)
6) PRice Range [14K - 16K] vzdaB2300_(2WD)
2) Cormpact/Full [Corrpact] kbzdaB2300_(2WD)
3) # Passengers (1-5) [1] hbzdaB2300_(2WM)
10) Driver Height [Under 6'] bzdaB2300_(2WD)4
15) 2w d /4w d [2w d] v'zdaB2300_(2WD)
12) Bgine Size [6 Cyl] Ford Ranger_(2WD) 4
8) # in Front Seat [1] FordRanger_(2WD)
14) Styling (1-5) [4] FordRanger_(2WD) *DROP*
13) Quiet & Confort (1-5) [2] FordRanger_(2WD)
4) Off road/Tow ing/Hauling [NY,Y] FordRanger_(2WD) DROPI*
9) Biggest Avail (1-5) [1] Ford Ranger (2WD)
11) Bed Length [Short] FordRanger_(2WD)
5) Construction/Row ing [NN] FordRanger_(2WD)
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16
Utility
4. Conclusions & Next Steps
As mentioned at points throughout this thesis, additional research is currently underway
and multiple areas of extension are under investigation. This section will briefly touch on
several of these areas.
4.1. Contributions
This thesis has presented several unique contributions to the development of a Virtual
Engineer with the ability to "listen in" to the online dialogue between an online virtual
advisor and identify unmet customer needs. Specifically, the method of unmet need
identification through a drop in maximum, utility was developed, as well as the method
of identifying the conflicting need dimensions through the usage of the Correlation and
Response matrices. The process of systematically generating the dialogue of the Virtual
Engineer around the inter and intra-dimensional conflicts was also created. In addition,
given an accurate clustering of unmet needs a process was developed for the generation
of a concept vehicle that meets the unmet need within the constraints of current
engineering tradeoffs found in products currently in the market.
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4.2. Listening In! Improvements
The last half of the Listening In! process is currently being manually executed. Although
this works for research purposes, automation of these processes is highly desirable and is
the subject of current efforts in the following areas:
- Classification
o Representation of the dynamic need information with respect to the perceptual
dimensions.
o Determination of the most effective clustering and group identification
methodology.
- Concept Generation
o Automatic generation of engineering attribute and Dda values.
o Aids for the input and generation of the conditional probabilities: P(Rrq I AJ.
- Share Gain Calculation
o Concept vehicle utility estimate automation.
o Share potential report generation.
4.3. Future Research Areas
In addition to the functional improvements to the Listening In! process, work is underway
in the area of Bayesian question order effects. As mentioned in the beginning of the
thesis, the intermediate values within the sequential Bayesian attribute effect update are
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sensitive to question order. That is, the final utility value calculated from a fixed set of
customer responses is always the same regardless of question order, therefore, the final
recommended vehicle is always the same. However, the intermediate values will
generate different drops in utility depending upon question order. This effect has obvious
and direct implications to the drop in maximum utility that is used for the identification
of unmet customer needs. This attribute of the Bayesian updating calculation is currently
avoided through the use of the highest Bayesian Information Value question order.
However, additional work needs to be completed to determine if additional question
order schemes or additional question order opportunities would be possible to increase
the efficiency and information value to the Listening In! process.
Another area of research work that has begun focuses upon the extension of the Bayesian
information value look ahead calculation in EQ.3. This formula is being revisited to
develop an algorithm that is computationally efficient and that performs a multiple-
question look ahead. This multiple-question look ahead will both increase the
value of the Bayesian Information Value calculation as well as add to the robustness of
unmet need identification.
As mentioned previously, further research is currently being carried out in the area of
unmet need clustering. This work focuses upon the generated unmet need profiles
created earlier in the Listening In! development. As the work on improvements to the
automation of the Listening In! process continues, these simulations will be run through
the Listening In! process. The resulting generated clusters will then be examined for the
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ability of the Listening In! methodology to recover the actual targeted unmet need
categories.
In addition, research is being done to enhance the dialogue process in an attempt to
systematically generate questions that not only focus on the relative degree and relative
frequency of the customer's requirements around the perceptual dimensions, but also
attempt to perceptually stretch the dimensions. For example, if a customer has responded
that they would like to have a Biggest Available = 5 vehicle. They want the biggest truck
available, but how far can the dimension truly be stretched? At what point is the
absolutely "Biggest Available" vehicle too big and what perceptual dimensions does this
stretched dimension vehicle conflict with?
One area of potential integration with other research efforts is the integration of Listening
In! with work being done in the area of collaborative product design. In this integration,
the Listening In! process would feed customer needs collected through the dialogue
between the customer and the virtual engineer into a concept generation subsystem. This
subsystem would then automatically generate a concept vehicle based upon the
customer's responses and present the concept to the consumer. In this way, the validity
of both the utility estimation and the expected share gain would be strengthened due to
the additional information possible through the collection of customer's purchase intent
around the suggested concept vehicle.
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4.4. Potential Benefits
The potential benefits of the Listening In! process to retail product companies are
expected to be great. First, traditional Voice of the Customer processes and detailed
market research studies usually cost hundreds of thousands to millions of dollars
depending upon the scope of the data collection effort. The information used by
ListeningIn! is readily available and has a very small cost to the customer since he or she
is receiving better advice due to their feedback from the Virtual Engineer. In addition,
large-scale market research efforts take a very long time to complete and analyze. Due to
the large amount of time required for data collection and the extreme expense, the time
period between new "customer insight" is very long. This leads to the possibility that
consumer needs could change before the company would recognize the shift, resulting in
products that no longer meet customer's needs. Listening In!, if implemented in
association with a very large customer shopping site would provide a real-time view into
customer needs and would continuously monitor both the product market and the
consumer mindset for shifts in unmet need opportunities. The information generated
from the Listening In! process would then be fed back directly into the company's
product development process and flow directly into the usual design research
methodologies like Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and Voice of the Customer.
The information could also be made available to both product development engineers and
market researchers to effectively communicate detailed information about customer
tradeoff preferences in real-time.
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4.5. Conclusions
In conclusion, when implemented in conjunction with a product recommendation process
facilitated by a Trusted Virtual Advisor, the Virtual Engineer of Listening In! has
demonstrated how it could possibly identify the existence of unmet customer needs.
Through the encapsulation of engineering and product preference information against a
perceptual need hierarchy, the Virtual Engineer is able to dynamically generate dialogue
and interactively collect customer requirements around the unmet need. Through the
collection of data concerning the relative degree and relative frequency of unmet needs
against current product dimensional tradeoffs, Listening In! enables the generation of
unique concept vehicles that satisfy the consumers currently unmet need without the
requirement of new technology creation. This new concept, when satisfying a large
clustering of consumer unmet needs allows for the estimation of market share potential
through the introduction of the concept vehicle. The Listening In! process, with its
ability to interactively engage the consumer during the online shopping process,
represents a significant opportunity in the area of Internet utilization for enhanced market
research and product development.
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Appendix 1 - Constraint Based Product Filtering
The following screens show examples of constraint based product search and
configuration sites:
www.dell.com
Buy Online or Call
1.800-915-3355
CHOOSE A rSKTOP MODEL
Dimension XPS B Series
S
S
S
Cutting-Edge Technology
NEW RDRAM Memory
NEW Intel Pentium@ III processors up
to 800MHz
Select the options below and then select Configure this system.
NEW 830 MH z Pentium Ill (Premium Sound Onl
e Microsoft Office 2000 Small Business Edition
Microsoft Works Suite 2000
AM (3 Premium Sound (Sound Card)
Figure A].1 - Dell Constraint Based Product Configuraiton
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Appendix 1 - Continued
www.carsdirect.com
2 Chooseb
2000 Ford Ranger 4x2 Regular Cab 5.75' box 111.6'WB XL
Ch eck the options you want below
- Packages
- Regionals
* Emissions
- Power Teams
- V\heels P Tires
- Seats & Seat
Trim
- Other Options
* Internal Options
Legend
Order today and you can have your car by
Thursday, January 27, 2000.
Total (MA)
MSRP---------
Carsilirwt.com Price
*ubsecteavatbty
Dealer Invoice Price r
It Upfront frlckocy
Packages
21 (Series Code 861A N/C
Regionals
Li 0 Northland Edition Group 51
Li 02.5L Engine Discount ($336)
Li 0 California Emissions System N/C
L DCalifornia Emissions System Not Required N/C
L 0 High Altitude Principal Use N/C
Li bNon-High Altitude Principal Use N/C
Li 0 Public Service/Emergency Vehicle Exempt --- N/C
L 0 Dealer Order Registration N/C
Power Teams
E Engine: 2.5L EFI 14 N/C
Figure A1.2 - CarsDirect.com Constraint Based Product Configuration
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Appendix 2 - Online Virtual Salespeople & Trusted Advisors
The following graphics show examples of the emerging online Trusted Advisors and
Virtual Salespeople.
www.etown.com
etowvncorn 0 mP ! Browse Praot(60w ~ ~
*
Sell
Ho
Ho
O Welcome'
I'm Ida, your interactive decision advisor. I can help
you find the products that best suit your needs and
preferences. I combine etown.com's expertise on
consumer electronics with state-of-the-art artificial-
intelligence techniques from Ask Jeeves. I think
you'll find shopping for electronics can be easy and
fun!
ect the product category you are interest(
me Theater
DVD Plaers
ANRec-leg
VCRs
me Audio
Com. pact Systems
CID Plaer
d in:
Portable Tech
Digital careras
B o omboxes
- Handheld/Palm PC
Telecom
- Cordless Phones
Camcorders
-8 drm VHS, and DV
[QuickJump
Weed expert
advice?
Ask. Wall
Figure A2.2 - eTown's Ida - The "Interactive Decision Advisor"
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Appendix 2 - Continued
etown.com Brows* Products
.Quick JumpC Choosing a digiral camera
Picking out the right digital camera is a matter of
finding out which features and benefits will work R.
best for you. Answer a few questions for us, and advic?
we'll help you pick one that you'll like. There are 38
digital cameras to choose from so let's get started.
How are you planning on using the images that you'll shoot
I with your new digital camera? (Check all that apply.)
[7 Post them to a Web site. I need enough picture quality for
my shots to look good on screen, though I donl need to print
them.
[ Email them to friends and family. I need a wide range of
picture quality; some people may want to print the pictures I
send.
r Make prints out of them. I need an upper-level camera with
the best possible picture resolution, because at some point,
there'll be hard copies.
Next question
Picture quality
While no digital camera produces pictures with the
same quality as a good film-based camera, the gap
is closing, particularly with the advent of the new
"megapixel" digital cameras, which feature more
than a million pixels of image quality. However, for
casual exchange of photos, or use on Web sites,
much of this resolution is unnecessary -- screen resolution on a
PC is only 75 pixels per inch.
Of course, the better your original image -- in other words, the
Figure A2.2 - eTown's Ida - Digital Camera Dialogue Example
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Appendix 2 - Continued
Ctzene.com W Ip gagon apregister a customer support acontactus ame
Welcome to cozone.coms
shopping advisors
advisor
EWE Jill, our Notebook Advisor, will help you buy the
notebook that's right for you.
Laura, our Digital Camera Advisor, will help you
buy the digital camera that's right for you.
Our Shopping Advisors help you buy the product that's right for you. Our
Advisors will ask you questions so they can recommend the best product to
meet your needs.
They can also teach you about notebooks or digital cameras.
Figure A2.3 - Cozone's Shopping Advisors
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Appendix 2 - Continued
c zonecom aadvisor hom * email Jill 0 win $100
welcome to the notebookf advisor
Hi, I'm Jill, cozone.com's Notebook Advisor. I'll
help you choose a notebook that is right for
you.
I can also help you learn about notebooks
before you buy.
Figure A2.4 - Jill - Cozone.com's Notebook Advisor
cozbnexcom a advisor home .small Jil * win $100
what features do you need?
Please tell me what features you need in your
notebook. I~)
I need a: C Windows PC 7 Windows NT PC C Mac C Not sure
I would especially like...
F A fast, powerful notebook F A long battery life
F Lots of disk soace F A low orice
F A low weight notebook F A name brand
F A laroe screen 1 The latest technoloov
I only want to consider: F An in-stock notebook
I reallyneed the (none selected) 0 tobe e _ _ _ _. .
and the (none selected) 0 tobe e F. .
4 - -
Figure A2.5 - Jill's Usage Dialogue
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Appendix 2 - Continued
cdbnexCom * advisor heme *mail Jill - win $100
how will you use the notebook?
We have many notebooks. Please tell me how you'll
use the notebook so I can find what's best for you.
I'm looking for a notebook that is...
C Low-priced C Mid-priced r Top of the line O Not sure
The notebook will travel: 0 A little 0 A lot C Not sure
it will be used by: IT Adult(s) ri Colleoe/qrad student(s) r7 Younaer kid(s)
1Il MAINLY do...
r Typina. budgets, taxes
r! Email or Internet
r, Sales trackinqfdatabase work
r Presentations
F Software development/testina
r7 Graphic desiqn or CAD
r Engineering or science
IT General business
17 Games or multimedia
r Not really sure vet
Figure A2.6 - Jill's Features Dialogue
cdzpne.com home * digital camers introducdn x*emall Laua
Welcome to the digital camera advisor.
I'm Laura, cozone.com's Digital Camera Advsor. I'm here to help
you buy a digital camera that's right for you by helping you learn
about digital cameras.
I can help you choose a digital camera, learn about digital
cameras, or show you some digital camera products.
To begin, select one of the topics below and press GO. On the
following pages you'll be able to interact with me by typing in your
niiactinno ine ii'll nrnvirl q racnnnco
To begin our conversation, choose one of the topics and press 60!
Help me choose a digital camera:
FPlease select a question -
Help me learn about digital cameras:
Please select a question. -
Show me some digital cameras:
1-_"ease select a question. -
Figure A2.7- Laura - Cozone.com's Digital Camera Advisor
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Appendix 2 - Continued
co.bne.com w home * digital camer introduction . email Laura
-Select afrequently asked question-
AsIIFaura Type your questions and then click GO.
vVhat digital camera should I buy?
-lave you ever owned a digital camera before?
Featured Digital Cameras By cozone.com:
Kodak DC215 Digital
Camera Silver
cozone Price:
$349.95
Great Price! Agfa
ePhoto CL50 1.3
Megapixel Digital
Camera
cozone Price:
$599.95
New! Olympus C-
2500L SLR 2.5
Megapixel 3X Optical
Zoom Digital Camera
cozone Price:
$1499.95 to
M* *
Figure A2.8 - Laura's Natural Language Recognition
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Appendix 3 - Online Customer Dialogue with Trusted Advisor
The following graphics show the progression of the customer dialogue for the generation
of the customer utility curve seen in Figure 7.
Figure A3.1 - TruckTown Example Dialogue - Constant Sum Preference
Figure A3.2 - TruckTown Example Dialogue - Price Range
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Appendix 3 - Continued
Figure A3.3 - TruckTown Example Dialogue - Size: Compact / Full
Figure A3.4 - TruckTown Example Dialogue - Number of Passengers
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Appendix 3 - Continued
Figure A3.5 - TruckTown Example Dialogue - Driver Height
Figure A3.6 - TruckTown Example Dialogue - 2WD / 4WD
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Appendix 3 - Continued
Figure A3.7-- TruckTown Example Dialogue - Engine Size
Figure A3.8 - TruckTown Example Dialogue - Front Seat Passengers
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Figure A3.9 - TruckTown Example Dialogue - Styling
Figure A3.10 - TruckTown Example Dialogue - Big / Quiet / Comfortable
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Figure A3.11 - TruckTown Example Dialogue - Offroad / Towing / Hauling
Figure A3.12 - TruckTown Example Dialogue - Biggest Available
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Figure A3.13 - TruckTown Example Dialogue - Bed Length
Figure A3.14 - TruckTown Example Dialogue - Construction / Plowing
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